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On 8/18/87 at approximately 2300 CDT, with the unit in startup, plant
personnel were completing a drywell closeout and a walkdown of
recirculation piping and visually observed a leak in a 1" instrument

i

line. The instrument line connects the 28" recirculation discharge l
piping (EIIS Code AD) flow element with a flow transmitter. The leakage
was a non-isolable fault in a reactor coolant system component pipe wall.

With any leakage of this type, the Technical Specifications requires the ;

plant to be .i hot shutdown within 12 hours and in cold shutdown within
the next 24 hours. Plant operations personnel implemented the shutdown |
requirement. I

1

The intermediate cause of this event is a failure in the instrument line )
in the heat affected zone (HAZ) adjacent to a socket weld. The root
cause for the failure will be evaluated once the failed area is analyzed. j

fCorrective action for this event included: 1) shutting the plant down,
I
' 2) discussing the event with NRC personnel, 3) discussing corrective
| actions with General Electric, 4) designing, installing, and testing a

weld overlay, and 5) scheduling removal and metallurgical analysis of
the failed area. The analysis results will be presented in an update to
this LER which will be developed by approximately 4/25/88.
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A. REQUIREMENT FOR REPORT

This report is required per.10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(i), because the
plant was required to shutdown to comply with a Technical
Specification action statement.

'

Specifically, Technical Specification section 3.4.3.2.a states that
when the reactor is in conditions 1, 2, or 3 there shall be no
pressure boundary leakage. The action statement states that with
any pressure-boundary leakage, be in at least hot shutdown within
12 hours and cold shutdown within the next 24 hours.

B. UNIT (s) STATUS AT TIME OF EVENT

Unit 2 was in the startup mode at an approximate power level of 90
. MWt (approximately 4 percent of rated thermal power). Reactor
I pressure was approximately 925 psig and reactor coolant temperature

was approximately 540 degrees Fahrenheit (OF).

l
C. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT .

On 8/18/87 at approximately 2300 CDT, plant personnel were i

completing a drywell closeout and a walkdown of recirculation {,

piping (as required by NRC Generic Letter 84-11) and visuallyi
'

observed a leak in a 1" instrument line. The instrument line
connects the 28" recirculation discharge piping (EIIS Code AD) flow
element 2831-N013B with flow transmitter 2831-N024B. This was
observed at a eximate)y the 135' elevation of the drywell and the

| line is the iv., pressuiO tap for the flow element.
.

On 8/19/87 at approximately 0050 CDT, plant operations personnel,
i in accordance with the Technical Specifications, manually scrammed
i the reactor by inserting a manual scram signal into the Reactor

Protection System (RPS EIIS JC) logic.

Following the scram, reactor water level was controlled, by
operations p'ersonnel, using the Reactor Feedwater Pump (RFP EIIS

. Code SJ) "A . During the event, reactor water level remained
within the normal range of 29 to 41 inches above instrument zero.
The lowest reactor water level reached during the event was
approximately 16 feet above the top of active fuel,

i

'
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Reactor pressure was controlled by operations personnel using the
main Turbine Bypass Valves (TBV EIIS Code S0). Reactor pressure
varied from 952 to 500 psig during the event.

At 0130 CDT . the plant was in a stable configuration and plant
operations personnel entered procedure 34G0-0PS-013-2S (Normal
Plant Shutdown). .

D. CAUSE OF EVENT

The immediate cause of this event was a crack in the one inch
instrument line (schedule 80, 304L stainless steel) for instrument
2821 -N013B. The crack is located approximately 1/32 inch from the
weld metal at the weld socket (the weld socket is welded to the
recirculation pipe). Approximately half the girth of the one inch
instrument line appeared to be cracked.

The crack is in the Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) adjacent to the weld
metal. The failed area will be removed during the next refueling
outage and subjected to metallurgical testing in order to fully
determine the actual failure mechanism.

E. ANALYSIS OF EVENT

The Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) discusses the potential for
an instrument line breach. The analysis is performed assuming-that
the instrument line penetrates the drywell and that the breach
occurs outside of the drywell. This is assumed since, were the
breach assumed to occur within the drywell (which is where the
crack actually occurred in this event), the effects would not be as
significant as those from a failure where the release products were
discharged into the secondary containment.

When the analysis is performed, it is assumed that the reactor is
at full power, there are no operator actions for 12 minutes (at
which time the reactor is scrammed), and that it takes four hours
for the reactor to be cooled and depressurized. Even with these
conservative assumptions, the analysis concludes that approximately
20,607 pounds of steam and water (approximately 3300 gal at 6.14
pounds per gallon) would be released over the four hour period and
the resultant dosages at the Low Population Zone (LPZ) are well
within the guidelines of 10 CFR 100.
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The actual leakage that was observed by plant personnel was very i
minor. Even if it is assumed that the entire instrument ifne were
to fail, the normal plant systems thr.t were in operation could have
provided make-up to the reactor. Additionally, the plant still had
the required high pressure and low Iressure Emergency Core Cooling
Systems (ECCS) to aid in maintaining reactor inventory.

.

In this event, the reactor was at near rated conditions'(925 psig |
and 540 degrees Fahrenheit [0F]). As such, the driving force to |
expel reactor inventory from the crack area is reactor pressure. ;

Since the pressure that the event occurred-at is nearly the same as i
normal operating pressure, it is concluded that the event would not i

have been more severe at other operating conditions. i

Additionally, the FSAR analysis assumes a complete break of the
instrument line. In the event described in this LER, the line was
only cracked and was not leaking substantial amounts of reactor
water. Since the event is bounded by the FSAR accident (complete
rupture of the instrument line), and the instrument line was within

,

the drywell (such that no release occurred), it is concluded that 1

this event did not have any adverse nuclear safety impact.

F. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

The corrective actions for this event included:

1. Operations personnel shut the plant down in accordance
with the Technical Specifications.

2. The event was discussed with cognizant NRC personnel.
The scope of the problem and the proposed interim
corrective actions were reviewed and concurred with by
all parties.

3. Requesting the Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS)
vendor (General Electric - GE) to review the proposed
corrective action (weld overlay). GE also conducted a
review of other similar plants and determined that
there were no other reports of failures in instrument
lines similar to that experienced at Plant Hatch.
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4. The instrument line crack was repaired, in place, by
applying a weld overlay over the area. The overlay was
specifically designed for this particular failure and
has an estimated service life of approximately 3 i
years. The weld overlay was designed such that it is {an appropriate repair for either a fatigue induced

|failure or an Inter-Granular. Stress Corrosion Cracking '

(IGSCC) induced failure. The overlay meets the
requirements of NUREG 0313 Rev. 2 (draft).

Additionally, the repaired area was non-destructively
'

examined by liquid penetrant and ultrasonic testing.
Plant personnel completed the repair work at
approximately 2000 CDT on 8/21/87. The line was
pressurized and another drywell walkdown was performed
(in accordance with Generic Letter 84-11) on 8/22/87 at
approximately 1200 CDT. No leakage was found.

5. At the next refueling outage.(scheduled to start on
approximately 1/13/88), the failed area will be removed
and analyzed to determined the actual failure '

mechanism. Once the results of this analysis are
available, the results will be reported in an update to
this LER. It is anticipated that this update will be
developed by approximately 4/25/88.

G. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1. FAILED COMP 0NENT(s) IDENTIFICATION |

The failed component (the 1" instrument line) I

does not have a unique identification number such
as a part number, serial number, etc. The
material is pipe code DCA schedule 80 stainless

1

. eel, SA 376, Type 304L. The EIIS Code for the irecirculation system is AD.

2. PREVIOUS SIMILAR EVENTS I

There has been one previous event where a crack
in a pipe resulted in a shutdown of the unit.
This event was reported by LER 50-366/1986-010
(dated 4/24/86).

I ,
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In that event, an 18 inch through wall failure'in j

an extraction steam pipe caused moisture to
condense near some silicon rectifier components
which resulted in a turbine trip and a subsequent
reactor scram.

The cause of the pipe crack was due to wet steam
erosion of the pipe.

The corrective actions for that event included:
1) performing' ultrasonic testing of other
sections of the piping, 2) adding additional
examination points to the. Ultrasonic Test
Inspection prog' ram, 3) removing moisture from the i
equipment, and 4) replacing the failed pipe and
-overlaying other sections of piping.

At this time, erosion.is not postulated as the
failure mechanism of the instrument line. As
such, the corrective actions for LER

50-366/1986-010 would not be expected to have
prevented the event described by LER
50-366/1987-010.
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Georgia Power Company
333 Piedmont Avenue..

Atlanta, Georg!a 30308 '.,

Telephono 404 $26 6526

Mailing Address:
Post Office Box 4545 .
Atlanta. Georgia 30302 h

Georgia Power
L. T. Gucwa the southern elecinc system !

Manager Nuclear Safety
and Ucensing

SL-3233
0166C
X7GJ17-H310.

September 17, 1987

U. S. Nucicar Regulatory Commission
! ATTN: Document Control Desk
| Washington, D. C. 20555

PLANT HATCH - UNIT 2-
.NRC DOCKET 50-366

OPERATING LICENSE NPF-5
i LICENSEE EVENT REPORT
| FAILED INSTRUMENT LINE LEAKAGE EXCEEDS
| ALL0HABLE LIMITS RESULTING IN REACTOR SHUTDOHN

Gentlemen:

| In accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(i), Georgia _
Power. Company is submitting the enclosed Licensee Event Report ~(LER)
concerning a shutdown that was required in order to- comply with 'the
Technical Specifications. The event occurred at Plant Hatch - Unit 2.

Sincerely,

0G
L. T. Gucwag

LGB/lc

Enclosure: LER 50-366/1987-01c

c: (see next page)
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d.S.NuclearRegulatoryCommission
September 17, 1987
Page~Two.
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c: Georaia Power Comoany

' Mr. J. P. 0'Reilly, Sr. Vice' President - Nuclear 0perations- ,

L .Mr. J. T; Beckham, Jr.,:Vice. President - Plant Hatch 'l
~GO-NORMS ~

;

[L_3. Nuclear Reaulatory Commission. Hashinoton. D. C.
Mr. L.. P. Crocker. . Licensing Project Manager - Hatch

U. S. Nuclear Reaulatory Commission. Reaion II'
Dr. J. N. Grace,' Regional Administrator
Mr. P. Holmes-Ray,' Senior Resident Inspector Hatch !
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